HKE Solutions, LLC introduces the ME-MATE JUNIOR

- HKE Solutions, LLC, a distributor of Foodservice Equipment in Colorado, has diversified its AV Department with the introduction of the ME-MATE JUNIOR Tablet Temperature Check Sanitation Station. During these challenging COVID-19 times, many facilities are looking for solutions to ensure the safety of their employees and guests. The ME-MATE Tablet is a perfect tool to help prevent potential carriers of COVID-19 from entering a facility.

- The ME-MATE JUNIOR is lightweight, portable, and sleek. This facial recognition temperature check sanitizing station has the ability to alert if a person is at a safe or dangerous temperature from almost 3’ away. An ideal option for any type of employee or guest entrance for offices, restaurants, movie theaters, convention centers, and more.

- Additional features include Mask Mode (scan with mask on, reminder alert if no mask), No Mask Mode, Attendance Mode (employee name and number will display to confirm the scan), Wi-Fi and Network Enabled, Connect Multiple Devices with 1 Interface, and many more!

- For more details, please contact David Knipp, HKE Solutions Sr AV Sales, at 303-594-9132 or dknipp@hkesolutionsllc.com.